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Tyler Hoechlin and Colton Haynes to Star in George Gallo's Bodybuilding
Biopic "Bigger"

Tyler Hoechlin is bodybuilding titan Joe Weider for biopic, Bigger https://t.co/Vzlpb0MmOc pic.twitter.com/I1ptliv55G

— OnScreen (@OnScreen_Film) September 11, 2017

• MTV's Teen Wolf and Supergirl actor, Tyler Hoechlin, will star as bodybuilding titan Joe Weider in the upcoming biopic by George
Gallo in "Bigger."

• The real life story is about Joe and his brother Ben Weider, who rise out of poverty and against anti-Semitism to create the fitness

industry as we know it today. Joe Weider would go on to discover Arnold Schwarzenegger and founding the International Federation of

Bodybuilding.

• Former Teen Wolf co-star Colton Haynes will star alongside Hoechlin and will play Jack Lalanne.

• Joe Weider passed away in March of 2013.

• Production is set to begin in October in Alabama.

• Today (September 11th) the actor Tyler Hoechlin celebrates his 30th birthday.
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this fellow Virgo! here for the shirtless gifs to come out of this. i just wanna...

ONTD, are you into fitness and/or bodybuilding?

Sources: 1 | 2

CURRENT MUSIC: Selena Gomez - Hands to Myself

TAGGED: actor / actress casting / auditions fitness sexy teen wolf (mtv) tyler hoechlin
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Tyler Hoechlin
Yay!
and Colton Haynes
oh.

Here for male objectification, thank you mister Gallo.
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literally!

I fucking love this show!

This is cute <3

why not use actors who actually juice such as Jackman, Hemsworth, Pratt, etc?

They're too old. This is a story about when they were young.

oh ok... so Nick Jonas
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I feel sorry for these guys who get these roles simply because they spend 5 hours in the gym everyday and have to be on a diet all the time. I
mean, at least they're working, but it's not a fun life. 

Colton Haynes as Jack Lalanne is slaying me. I can't stop laughing. LaLanne had a very distinctive voice, so I'm wondering if they will even have
Haynes attempt it.

do you feel bad for the female actors who spend hours working out daily just to get cast in ANY role?

Actors and actresses both have to stay in shape. Show business is an equal opportunity offender when it comes to being cast on TV or in
films. Were any of the FRIENDS cast overweight or out of shape when that show was cast? Three men, three women, all relatively slim.
Unless they're playing character parts that require them to not be thin and beautiful, all actors have to stay in shape to get cast,
regardless of gender. 

These guys have to spend hours in the gym everyday and stay on a strict diet for roles like this, same as Hugh Jackman for Wolverine or
Zac Efron for Baywatch. It's part of their job, more akin to the way Victoria's Secret models have to maintain a certain figure. 
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My point was that they're being hired for their bodies, not their acting ability. That also applies to some actresses. 

Edited at 2017-09-12 12:28 am (UTC)
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God Hoechlin is so fine. His Superman was so cute.
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no way that ass is real! is it?

supa booty

Translation: pwr bttm 4 Super top
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Lol I don't blame you that gif barely moves it does look like a still. ❤️

I can't believe I'm a month older than Hoechlin. I swear I thought he was already in his early thirties lol.

in all fairness he's looked like a grown man since he was like 16.

I was gonna make this thread when i saw this this morning. You're doing the lords work!

And why didn't you? Look what you made me do. 

;P

Confirmed: stewie_e is a Swifty!
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Here for more shirtless Hoechlin tbh
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This is too much for me rn

this gif in particular always gets me 

dem tits and pec

I need to get laid and this is not helping me
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SWIT YISUS. MAKE HIM PLAY GAY NOW PLZ.
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now you're just torturing us...

Who here wants their face below Hoechlin in that gif as he squats....?
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is jack lalanne a black man?
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this is terrorism

....to my loins
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Here for Hoechlin shirtless in any and all capacity!

My body is ready for this.
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His penis in the last one! <3

Dat dick.... bless
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